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“Fitting an Inline Patio has just become easier!” says Modplan
Leading trade fabricator Modplan has just
announced that it will be manufacturing and
supplying the new VEKA Imagine Inline
Patio from 1 September. Chris Reeks,
Modplan’s Sales Manager, said: “VEKA’s
Imagine Inline Patio is a best-in-class
product and it’s something we are delighted
to be adding to our portfolio.”
The Imagine Inline Patio offers a host of
features that will appeal to both installers
and homeowners. It has an innovative
88mm outerframe which steps down to a
finished 70mm frame, making it easy to couple to 70mm frames and provide a neater
finish, especially in conservatory applications. Not only that, because normal 70mm
system couplers can be used, there is no need for any specialist products in the
installation process.
The door is available in bevelled or sculptured profiles to fit in with existing doors and
windows and comes in a choice of 18 colours and woodgrain finishes from the Variations
collection. Two, three and four pane options are available, as are multiple sliding doors
and internal and external sliding options. Multipoint locking means the door can achieve
PAS 24 and Secured by Design accreditations. There is the option of a low aluminium
threshold, which is Part M compliant. Thermal efficiency is in part achieved by the
quadruple seal interlock, which also provides exceptional weather tightness. And should
the door be specified for a porch, there is the option of a matching midrail for
letterplates, house numbers and other door furniture.
From 1 September, the Imagine Inline Patio will be the only Inline Patio in Modplan’s
portfolio, so customers have been urged to submit any existing orders for the current
door as soon as possible.

Chris says: “Introducing the Imagine Inline continues our commitment to researching
the market to ensure we are offering our customers the best possible products. I am
confident the Imagine Inline will prove extremely popular and follow in the footsteps of
the Imagine Bi-fold which is already a key part of our door portfolio and is seeing sales
up 39% on last year alone!” The combination of a best-in-class product such as the
Imagine Inline and a proactive supplier such as Modplan makes a compelling offering, so
he looks certain to be right!
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
three VEKA profiles, vertical sliders, composite doors, PVC-u and aluminium patio and
bifold doors, conservatories, the new Open Canopy, the Vertex solid tile-effect roof and
glass and polycarbonate conservatory roofs. For more information on any of Modplan’s
products and support, simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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